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Unibo
Motorsport

CUTTING-EDGE USER
INTERFACES FOR UNIBO TOPLEVEL MOTORBIKE WITH STM32
GRAPHICS
UniBo Motorsport, a team of amazing
and innovative students from the
University of Bologna, took advantage of
all the features of TouchGFX to develop
its motorcycle dashboard.
The UniBo team created a racing
motorbike prototype. It received top
rankings for design and functionality at
the global Motostudent competition held
in Aragon (Spain) last October.
The UniBo team used TouchGFX
to achieve sharp graphics and fast
performance for their user-friendly
dashboard.
During the development of the User
Interface, the team included the newest
features and design possibilities
that existed for user interfaces in the
motorbike industry.
The UI had two important roles:
• Display a clear view of the motorcycle's
parameters
• Display a clear “racing view” of all the
parameters the driver needs
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The benefits of the STM32 graphics solution
TouchGFX was an obvious pick for the team, as it enabled the easy
creation of user-friendly UIs with great graphics and performance.

Easy to get started
One of the advantages of TouchGFX was how easy it was to get
started with development. TouchGFX also offered the best possible
design and functionality for their UI.

The TouchGFX Designer and its full support for available ST Display
kits allowed the team to test fully functional UI prototypes in record
time. As a result, UniBo got the best possible design and functionality
for their UI.

A complete graphical library
Another appealing feature for the team was the
TouchGFX graphical library. The library provided all
the necessary tools and modules they needed to
create the features or the UI. It also offered widgets,
such as buffers and scrolling windows. As a result,
there was no need for building these functions from
scratch.

STM32 graphics: out-of-the-box
development with STM32F469
The STM32F469 microcontroller was an excellent
choice for the team’s display solution. STM32 and
TouchGFX offered an out-of-the-box solution. As
TouchGFX takes full advantage of the graphical
features of STM32 microcontrollers, UniBo created
a cutting-edge prototype application with perfect UI
performance.

“TouchGFX was an obvious choice for us, as
the tool enabled us to quickly create the best
possible functionality and high-end design
for our user-interface display. Its design
received great reviews internally and during
several presentations of the motorbike. On
behalf of the entire team I would like to thank
Giorgia Falbo, Kevin Selvaggi and Francesco
Legimi for the impressive effort they put in the
development of such dashboard.”
Stefano Patassa, Project Supervisor, UniBo
Motorsport
The motorbike development was done in time for Motostudent’s final competition event. During the 5-day competition, UniBo
Motorsport presented their motorbike to a panel of judges and placed themselves on the podium from the start. They won the
acceleration and gymkhana tests and achieved good scores in the design, innovation and industrialization stages.
Congratulations to the UniBo Motorsport team for their great achievements!
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Eris Audio
Audio Interface
EXCLUSIVE GRAPHICS FOR A
CUTTING-EDGE AUDIO INTERFACE
Eris Audio is specialized in the design
and development of professional audio
equipments. Their innovative team
creates reliable and durable solutions with
the highest quality on the market.
For their audio interface, Eris One, the
company used TouchGFX to create a
user-friendly display with sharp graphics
and fast performance.
Eris One is an audio-over-ethernet
interface. It provides the user with a
high-performance, low-latency and
uncompressed digital audio-networking.
In the development phase, Eris Audio’s
team searched for a graphical UI tool that
enabled the creation of a user-friendly UI
with easy navigation.
The results provided by TouchGFX during
the testing phase convinced the team that
this was the right tool for their Eris One.
About TouchGFX, Eris Audio says:
"Based on our proof-of-concept on
our evaluation board and the example
applications, TouchGFX convinced us.
It brought forth great results, and fast.
Moreover, as the tool enabled the creation
of a real-time application that runs
with a low memory footprint, we found
TouchGFX a perfect fit for our design!"

TouchGFX is great for
developing both simple and advanced
applications. It eases the process of designing
the UI and also allows you to focus on the
(core) logic of the application and less on the
details of UI handling.

TouchGFX for easy application development
At the beginning of their development, the team used a variety of
examples available in TouchGFX. They were a great starting point for
the development, as the examples handled events with buttons. It also
displayed how fast a selection of objects moved on-screen.

Easy creation of user-friendly displays with the STM32 graphic solution
Eris One needed a user-friendly and intuitive display with easy navigation and fast response. Our STM32 graphic solution
enabled fast and precise performance and a high-end look and feel.
The TouchGFX engine includes an advanced algorithm and customized invalidation techniques that consequently minimize
the number of drawn pixels. By utilizing the graphical features in the STM32 chip, Eris Audio quickly created an embedded
interface with high-end graphics and powerful performance.
We wish the team all the best with the creation of their great audio interface and look forward to the final result.
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German Autolabs
One-touch display
MEET CHRIS: THE CO-DRIVER FOR
YOUR CAR
“As long as something is called a
technology, it’s simply not ready for the
user”
Although this is not necessarily a
bad thing, it is a good thing we have
companies like German Autolabs that
do their utmost best to pave the road
towards more accessible and userfriendly technological advancements.

"The UI

needed to be close
to flawless"

Self-driving cars: fact or fiction

A short introduction
Distracted driving kills more people on the road than alcohol. That’s a
fact, and one which frightens Patrick Weissert, Founder, COO & Head
of Product at German Autolabs. To the extent that he and his team
have invented an easy-to-use device that does almost everything for
you while driving.
“Chris is your co-driver on the road,” explains Weissert, “it can manage
your phone calls, play music, send and receive messages and navigate
to wherever you need to be. You can interact with your smart-phone
services without actually having to press a single button on your
phone. Chris does it for you. It’s all integrated within Chris’ one-touch
display and voice recognition software. Eventually, Chris has the
capability to make the road a safer and more interesting environment.”

Will we have self-driving cars that obey every voice command or gesture you make in the near future? This sounds like a scene
from the new Star Wars film, but Weissert believes we are not too far from it becoming a reality. Chris is definitely a first step
towards interactive smart driving. But it will take a while before people get used to fully-autonomous cars. “The tech-industry
might be ready in ten years time, but it will take another fifty years before it becomes ubiquitous.” According to Weissert, there
is always a lot of resistance towards technological advancements, although they could have a great impact on our way of life.

A logical fit
To develop the user interface for Chris’ one-touch display, German Autolabs contacted Logic, a TouchGFX Implementer,
to find a suitable match for them to develop bug-free software for the User Interface (UI). “The UI needed to be close to
flawless. Safety has always been our main priority. A driver should never feel stuck because of software mismatches. We
needed simplicity. And TouchGFX was able to offer us just that. The graphical interface is clean and simple, and so far, we
have experienced zero malfunctions.” According to Weissert, German Autolabs would not have found a partner like TouchGFX
as quickly as they did, without the help of Logic. “With an innovative product like Chris, product development needs to be a
speedy process. Logic was able to handle this quickly, effectively and elegantly.”
After Logic helped German Autolabs with the licensing of TouchGFX’s software and set up all the necessary contracts, it was
time for the most important part of the cooperation: implementing the software. “When programming a particular product,
you can get caught up in your own little bubble,” continues Weissert, “it helps if you have an extra pair of eyes to look at the
product critically, and offer support with the necessary software. Working together with TouchGFX and Logic has given us so
much extra input for future improvements of the product.”
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Sdataway: A user-friendly
weather station
A BETTER DIGITAL EXPERIENCE
WITH TouchGFX
Sdataway is a Swiss engineering firm,
specialized in tailor-made electronic
and software solutions, and a certified
TouchGFX Implementer.
From its headquarters in Châtel-SaintDenis in the western part of Switzerland,
Sdataway supports customers in studies,
hardware and software development,
mechatronic prototypes, and
industrialization.
TouchGFX is a perfect match for
the team's many projects, where an
unbeatable UI performance is often key
to unlock the business potential of the
product.

• PRODUCT NAME : HELIOS
• FUNCTION : OPERATING DISPLAY
• HARDWARE: STM32F412XG

E-Ink gives users a better digital experience
Sdataway wanted to create a prototype project to display the opportunities that an E-Ink and TouchGFX solution can give. A
weather station seemed to be the perfect platform.
Home weather stations usually work with predefined LCD panel. The user interface is often operated through a couple of
mechanical buttons.
These devices often have a poor screen quality and consequently offer a poor user experience. Replacing the LCD panel with
an E-Ink screen improves the user experience in many ways. Done right, it gives the users a better viewing angle, better screen
quality, and the possibility of touch-based control, to only name a few benefits.
Sdataway’s E-Ink weather station measures temperature, humidity, and air pressure. Each icon on the main screen directs
users to sub-menus with relevant information.

What can we achieve with a TouchGFX and
E-Ink combination?
Sdataway discovered TouchGFX back in 2016
and has already completed several projects with
TouchGFX. The team has since then explored the
framework with great enthusiasm and became a
certified TouchGFX Implementer. Sdataway sees big
potential in using E-Ink technology to benefit from
TouchGFX capabilities.

Weather stations are most of the
time with low quality displays or
require to be continuously powered.
We wanted to offer a new solution
with high contrast and sharp
display, a long battery life, yet
at a reasonable cost. The UI has
to be simple, intuitive, rich, and
responsive.
Samer Abdo, Director, SDATAWAY
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Curiosity lead the way as Sdataway initiated its weather station project, and with the intuitive framework and good support
system of TouchGFX, the team quickly had a prototype up and running.

"Graphical E-Ink display and TouchGFX
framework was our way to achieve our target.
TouchGFX SDK and toolchain demonstrated
high performance, ease of use, and great
adaptability to control our particular display.
It also enabled us to implement rapidly
and to demonstrate UI changes along the
development phase."
Salim Sunier, System development engineer,
SDATAWAY

TouchGFX ease-of-use

Need help with your next TouchGFX development project?

TouchGFX combines the simplicity of the drag &
drop GUI builder TouchGFX Designer, the efficiency
and flexibility of the C++ language with the
convenience of a PC simulator.

Our dedicated and highly skilled TouchGFX Implementers help turn
your ideas into market-leading products.

This gives you the perfect environment for
developing advanced embedded user interfaces
with high-end graphics and amazing performance
on a wide range of STM32 microcontrollers, in a
fast and easy way.

Their innovative approach as well as extensive knowledge about
TouchGFX and STM32 microcontrollers make them your ideal sparring
partner for your next embedded product. Find your implementer and
go from idea to end product in a fast and easy way.

FIND YOUR TOUCHGFX IMPLEMENTER HERE
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FLYER
E-Bikes

FLYER'S INTELLIGENT
TECHNOLOGY (FIT) WITH TouchGFX
FLYER is a world-leading Swiss e-bike
manufacturer.
With the groundbreaking range of e-bikes
under its wings, the company is a pioneer
within today’s e-bike market.
In the development of one of its latest
bikes, FLYER used TouchGFX to develop
its high-end display, D1.
FLYER launched a new technology
In 2015, FLYER began developing its revolutionizing
technology, FLYER Intelligent Technology (FIT).
With this technology, the team wanted to provide its
customers with precise communication to ensure
maximum performance at all times.

A user-friendly GUI display
As part of FIT, FLYER wanted a user-friendly
embedded GUI display.
While instant response time was crucial, graphic
quality and design were equally important, as the
team at FLYER wanted a display that reflected
FLYER’s own core value of never compromizing on
its quality standards.
The framework also needed to be effortlessly
integrated with their existing IDE, ST Workbench.
With these requirements specified, the development
team started searching for software frameworks that
would enable just that on FLYER D1 Display.
In their search, they found TouchGFX and started
the evaluation and benchmarking.
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• PRODUCT NAME: FLYER D1
• FUNCTION: OPERATING DISPLAY
• HARDWARE: STM32F446
• DISPLAY: 3.5"

We tested TouchGFX
by creating a proof-of-concept.
The framework convinced us more
and more the farther we went.
We were especially impressed
by its great functionality, such
as sliding, transitions, and
instant response. We found its UI
performance to be outstanding!
Janis ITA, System Development
Engineer, FLYER

The TouchGFX Help Center
The
was a tremendous help for us in our
framework
prototype and final productions. The free
also needed to
resources were really all we needed to
be effortlessly
get going with TouchGFX. While other
integrated with
frameworks demanded more know-how,
their existing IDE,
ST Workbench.
TouchGFX allowed us to succeed with
creating our innovative display solution, in
A fast start with free resources
a fast and easy way.
Janis Ita, System Development Engineer,
FLYER

FOCUS ON STM32F446
• Performance: At 180 MHz, the STM32F446 delivers 225
DMIPS/608 CoreMark performance executing from Flash
memory, with 0-wait states thanks to ST’s ART Accelerator.
The DSP instructions and the floating point unit enlarge the
range of addressable applications.
• Power efficiency: ST’s 90 nm process, ART Accelerator and
the dynamic power scaling enable the current consumption
in run mode and the execution from the Flash memory to be
as low as 200 μA/MHz at 180 MHz. In Stop mode, the power
consumption is 50 μA typically.
• Integration:
• 2 dedicated audio PLL, SPDIF input, 3 half duplex I²S , and 2 serial
audio interfaces (SAI) supporting full duplex I²S as well as time
division multiplex (TDM) mode.
• Up to 20 communication interfaces (including 4x USARTs plus 2x
UARTs running at up to 11.25 Mbit/s, 4x SPI running at up to 45
Mbit/s, 3x I²C with a new optional digital filter capability, 2x CAN,
SDIO, HDMI CEC and camera interface)

During evaluation and development, the
development team visited the TouchGFX Help
Center. The free articles and tutorials supported the
team throughout their development.

• Two 12-bit DACs, three 12-bit ADCs reaching 2.4 MSPS or 7.2
MSPS in interleaved mode Up to 17 timers: 16- and 32-bit
running at up to 180 MHz
• Easily extendable memory range using the flexible 90 MHz
memory controller with a 32-bit parallel interface, and supporting
Compact Flash, SRAM, PSRAM, NOR, NAND and SDRAM
memories
• Cost effective NOR flash extension thanks to the 90 MHz Dual
quadSPI interface supporting memory mapped modeconvenient
connectivity
• Ideal for outdoor applications with -40 to +105 °C operating
range
• Ideal for chargers, power supplies air conditioners, refrigerators,
cookers, washers and dryers
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iBeat: Emergency
smart watch
A WEARABLE TO WATCH YOUR
HEART
iBeat is a technology company based in
San Francisco, CA, USA.
It is the creator of the groundbreaking
wearable, the “iBeat Emergency”, which
is an everyday smartwatch that tracks
users’ continuous heart activity. It also
notifies users of any abnormal heart
activity.
For their heart-monitoring smart watch,
iBeat used TouchGFX to create an
elegant watch face with a stunning, high
contrast, and user-friendly display.
• PRODUCT NAME: IBEAT
• EMERGENCY WATCH
• FUNCTION: SMART WATCH AND HEART MONITOR
• HARDWARE: STM32F469
• DISPLAY: 1.4” 400 X 400 AMOLED SCREEN
Innovative wearable that saves lives
iBeat’s innovative smart watch continuously monitors and analyses
users’ heart activity around the clock through hypersensitive sensors.
If an oncoming life-threatening emergency is detected, such as heart
slowing or stopping, the iBeat Emergency Watch instantly alerts
the users. Their network will also be notified as well as emergency
responders if needed. As a result, users can receive immediate care
which potentially saves their life.

Many of our users are seniors with deteriorating eyesight.
Because of this, we needed an elegant UI with sharp, easy-to-read graphics.
As our device is also a Personal Emergency Response System (PERS), precision and
usability were of critical importance. We modelled our UI on simplicity and style, as
users must wear the watch all day and night. It’s beautiful and highly functional
as a timepiece. However, in “emergency mode,” the device is direct, precise and
extremely responsive.
Brian Boarini, Co-founder and Director of Product at iBeat
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Easy development with TouchGFX
After searching for software that met the company's requirements,
iBeat found TouchGFX. The team appreciated the ease of integrating
state-of-the-art TouchGFX graphics into the device. Another plus was
the low MCU load, as it gave the watch a longer battery life.
For its TouchGFX-based GUI development, iBeat decided to bring
in the TouchGFX team. With the assistance of the TouchGFX
Implementer, Embedded Partners, the TouchGFX team was able to
deliver a high-quality GUI within iBeat’s short timeframe.

Empowering

people with the
freedom to be
fearless, explore,
and live longer
lives.

The freedom to be fearless

TouchGFX offers a
high performance, optimized UI
library, easy to use as a developer.
The performance is critical as
we have a high-end design that
needs to run on tight wearable
hardware constraints. Being
able to accomplish that with
development ease in relation
to the SDK, documentation,
toolchain, and support for our
desired hardware was a big win
for us.”
Christopher Bumgardner, Chief
Technical Officer at iBeat

With TouchGFX’s help, iBeat has succeeded in creating a wearable
heart monitoring smart watch that does not compromise on look or
functionality. With its Emergency Watch, iBeat's highly skilled team has
accomplished its mission of “empowering people with the freedom to
be fearless, explore, and live longer lives".
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SodaStream
MIX
SPARKLING GRAPHICS ON
SODASTREAM MIX
Israeli company, Ziv-Av Engineering is
one of the largest product development
companies in Israel. It provides product
development services in mechanical,
electronics and software engineering as
well as production and turnkey solutions.
In the development of a home
carbonation machine for SodaStream, the
company brought in Embedded Partners
for implementing the product’s user
interface.
SodaStream’s product, the SodaStream MIX, is an
innovative and easy-to-use machine that carbonates
ready drinks other than water.

• PRODUCT NAME: SODASTREAM MIX
• HARDWARE: ARM CORTEX M
• DISPLAY: 4,3” TOUCH

For this machine, SodaStream’s UX/UI design team
had specific requirements that needed to be fulfilled.
They designed an intuitive and user-friendly touch
control, which would support the overall exclusive
design of the machine.
Embedded Partners is an experienced TouchGFX
Implementer. Ziv-Av brought them in to assist on the
UI development of the SodaStream MIX.
After having worked and experienced TouchGFX
capabilities of creating high-end graphics on costeffective hardware, the team chose TouchGFX for
development.

SodaStream's

UX/UI design
team had specific
requirements
that needed to be
fulfilled

The TouchGFX development environment with its simulator is an
embedded programmer's “dream”, since we could develop and
debug the GUI with all of its complexities in a very fast and familiar
environment that comes “out of the box” from TouchGFX.
Eyal Goltzman, Embedded Partners.
TouchGFX Implementer
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With TouchGFX, Ziv-Av and Embedded Partners
were able to implement the design for an intuitive
touch panel with the look and feel of a modern smart
device.
TouchGFX enabled a fast development process,
and the TouchGFX PC-simulator proved to be a
valuable feature in the sparring process between the
development team:

The PC simulator in
TouchGFX is the perfect tool to
get fast and effective iterations
between all parties involved in
the UI development.
Eyal Shahrabani, Group Leader,
Hardware, Software, Ziv-Av.

The PC simulator supported the collaboration
between the SodaStream development team,
Ziv-Av, and Embedded Partners, as the PC simulator
was able to offer exact representation of the end
product’s user experience:

“We experienced 100%
homogeneity between what we
saw on the PC simulator and on
the real hardware.”
Eyal Shahrabani, Group Leader,
Hardware, Software, Ziv-Av.

The PC simulator also made it possible to develop the UI application
separately from the hardware development, hereby making the
initiation of UI application development possible before hardware was
available.
After only three months of development, the UI project was completed,
and Ziv-Av was able to present SodaStream with a control panel that
fulfilled all of their requirements.

TouchGFX worked fabulous
for us in developing this product,
and we reached an end-result
that we are very proud of. I now
know what GUI framework to
recommend and use in upcoming
embedded display solutions.
Eyal Shahrabani, Group Leader,
Hardware, Software, Ziv-Av.
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Somfy: Nina
remote control

INTUITIVE AND NATURAL-TOUCH
CONTROL
Somfy is a French world-leading
company specializing in the automatic
control of windows, doors and other
openings in real estates.
For over forty years, the company
has been transforming people’s living
environments with automatic controls,
by designing and developing solutions
that offer comfort, security and energy
savings.
Our TouchGFX team assisted Somfy in
the development of a remote control for
roller shutters, blinds, and more.
Somfy’s development team was looking
for a software framework that enabled
an intuitive remote control with great
graphics on the same type of lowresource hardware used in earlier
projects.

• PRODUCT NAME: NINA REMOTE CONTROL
• FUNCTIONALITY: REMOTE FOR SHUTTERS, BLINDS, AND MORE.
• HARDWARE: STM32F405
• DISPLAY: B/W 108 x 300 CAPACITIVE TOUCH
For Somfy, it was essential to ensure that the user interface was
capable of running on as little hardware as possible without
compromising functionality and high-end design.
Aside from the TouchGFX GUI applications, the STM32 microcontroller
needed to run the complete backend controls of the remote.
In collaboration with our development team, the TouchGFX team
made sure that the large GUI application could run smoothly on a
remote control with essential constraints on power consumption and
microcontroller resources in terms of computing power, RAM and
Flash.
TouchGFX was also integrated with Somfy’s existing software, new
application features were created, and much more.

By using the free and fully
functional evaluation version in our training
and testing, we discovered the reactive, fast
and powerful capabilities of TouchGFX.
Thanks to its large range of features, we
became convinced that TouchGFX was the
right tool for our development.
Philippe Partakelidis, Software Group
Manager, Somfy.
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TouchGFX evaluation and workshop
Impressed by a TouchGFX-based remote control,
Somfy wanted to learn what TouchGFX had to offer.
After an evaluation and a workshop with TouchGFX
team member, Somfy found TouchGFX to be the
right tool for their new GUI development.

We’ve found very
professional and efficient people
from the TouchGFX team during
the development of our product in
relation to solving support issues
and for outsourcing development
tasks.
Phillipe Partakelidis, Software
Group Manager, Somfy.
We wish Somfy all the best and look forward to future collaborations.

FOCUS ON STM32F405
• Performance: At 168 MHz, the STM32F405/415
deliver 210 DMIPS/566 CoreMark performance
executing from Flash memory, with 0-wait states
using ST’s ART Accelerator. The DSP instructions
and the floating point unit enlarge the range of
possible applications.
• Power efficiency: ST’s 90 nm process, ART
Accelerator and the dynamic power scaling enable
the current consumption in run mode and the
execution from the Flash memory to be as low as
238 µA/MHz at 168 MHz.
• Rich connectivity: Superior and innovative
peripherals
• 2x USB OTG (one with HS support)
• Audio: dedicated audio PLL and 2 full duplex I²S
• Up to 15 communication interfaces (including
6x USARTs running at up to 10.5 Mbit/s, 3x SPI
running at up to 42 Mbit/s
• 3x I²C, 2x CAN, SDIO)

• Analog: two 12-bit DACs, three 12-bit ADCs
reaching 2.4 MSPS or 7.2 MSPS in interleaved
mode
• Up to 17 timers: 16- and 32-bit running at up to
168 MHz
• Easily extendable memory range using the
flexible static memory controller supporting
Compact Flash, SRAM, PSRAM, NOR and NAND
memories
• Analog true random number generator
• The STM32F415 also integrates a crypto/hash
processor providing hardware acceleration for
AES 128, 192, 256, Triple DES, and hash (MD5,
SHA-1)
• Integration: The STM32F405/415 product lines
provide from 512 Kbytes (on WLCSP90 package
only) to 1 Mbyte of Flash,
• 192 Kbytes of SRAM and from 64 to 144 pins in
packages as small as 4 x 4.2 mm.
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LINAK
Patient monitoring

PATIENT MONITORING PANELS
WITH AN INTELLIGENT TOUCH
The TouchGFX team created a care
panel prototype for controlling actuators,
sensors, and peripherals on hospital
beds for LINAK. Strong focus was put on
simplicity, users, and design.
LINAK is a leading producer of linear
actuator solutions with a global
presence. The LINAK division MEDLINE
& CARELINE provides solutions designed
to improve the lives of both patients
and healthcare personnel in hospitals,
treatment centers, and private homes.
The LINAK team came to the TouchGFX
team with an idea for a touch-based
panel for hospital beds, which it wanted
to explore on a prototypical level. LINAK
wanted a concept that was not based on
a technical approach, but one that was
user-friendly and modern.
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Enhanced simplicity
The result was the design of a user interface for a single device to
serve the needs of three different user groups: patients, healthcare
personnel, and maintenance teams. The solution was developed on a
resistive touch-screen which made it possible to offer great-looking,
touch-based graphics using extremely little processing power and with
very low battery consumption.
The outset of the project was not to put the device into production,
but to explore ways of making LINAK’s existing hardware and software
setup more innovative. This was indeed achieved. LINAK put the
prototype on display at the Medica Trade Fair in Düsseldorf and the
reaction from customers was overwhelmingly positive. The patient
monitoring panel has lead to the initiation of several new productions
that are currently on-going.

Putting patients' needs at the heart of the
design
Together with our TouchGFX Implementer, Mjølner
Informatics, the TouchGFX team initiated a careful,
but effective insight and ideation phase, challenging
and exploring the different use scenarios carried
out through and around LINAK’s products. Focus
was put on the most critical use situations, revolving
around the patient’s ability to quickly alert healthcare
personnel. At the same time, the display panel also
needed to provide an efficient and safe way for
healthcare personnel to serve the primary user: the
patient.
Today, hospital beds are connected to up to five
different health monitoring devices. Taking a
vantage point in the lessons learned from the insight
phase of the innovation cycle, the TouchGFX team
challenged LINAK’s existing solutions and explored
possible options to simplify the user interface
without compromising the needs of the different
users.

“Even though it was still a concept model,
the customers were extremely curious and
there was a queue by the bed. We actually
had to regulate the access. Many even asked
“when can we buy it?” That was an awesome
experience!”
Martin Godt, Chief of Products, LINAK.
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